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The A10 Stone Tile Display will hold 10 pieces 
of stone, quartz, marble tile flooring or pavers up 
to 24” x 24” and from 5/8” to 1-1/4” (3cm) thick. 
Made of sturdy square tubular steel.

The D30 Ceramic Tile Display  will hold 30 pieces 
of tile flooring side-by-side up to 24” x 24” and 
1/2” thick. Made of sturdy square tubular steel.

Can display sixteen virtually any size sample 
board or loose sample up to 3/4” thickness - and 
up to 25lbs per channel. Steel tubing with plastic 
step system to prevent marring to your product.

The A15 Ceramic Tile Display  will hold 15 pieces 
of tile flooring up to 24” x 24” and 1/2” thick. Made 
of sturdy square tubular steel.

Our CD61 Tile display is in an easel format. Sam-
ples slide in an out of the channels. Made to your 
specifications and is just as useful for hardwood 
samples as it is for plank sized ceramic tile.

Very economical and easy to assemble. Holds 
tile or sample boards in a small footprint. Will hold 
TEN samples or boards from 12” wide through 
whatever. Will hold up to 5/8” thickness.

Very economical and easy to assemble. Holds 
tile or sample boards in a small footprint. Will 
hold TWENTY samples or boards from 12” wide 
through whatever. Will hold up to 5/8” thickness.

The A30 Ceramic Tile Display  will hold 30 pieces 
of tile flooring up to 24” x 24” and 1/2” thick. Made 
of sturdy square tubular steel.

Our versatile A99 Plank Display is extremely 
sturdy and functional. Made to your specifications 
and needs and is just as useful for hardwood 
samples as it is for plank sized ceramic tile.
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Easy to assemble slip fit design, very economical. 
Will hold tiles, granite, wood planks and more in a 
small footprint. Built to hold twenty 6” wide samples 
up to 1/2” thick and just about any height.

Chic, yet economical. Manufactured to your 
specifications, show as many or as few samples 
or sample boards as you wish and you choose 
your finish.

This “Captive” Sample Board display showcases 
sample boards for tile, or could be used for hard-
wood and laminate tile plank samples.Has closed 
sides hiding the slots the product samples fit in.

Will hold eleven samples from 12” wide and up 
to 1” thick. The simple slip fit design is very economi-
cal and will hold tile or sample boards in a small 
footprint.

No hardware is needed with this waterfall sample 
or board display as it slips together. Manufactured 
to your specs and will display as many or as few 
samples or  boards as you need.

This unobtrusive tile display is made to fit your 
sample size. This showroom tile display will work 
great for hardwood tile, stone or other flooring 
and can be a floor or counter display.

This unobtrusive tile display is made to fit your 
sample size. This showroom tile display will work 
great for hardwood tile, stone or other flooring 
and can be a floor or counter display.

The simple design is very economical and will hold 
tile, planks or sample boards in a small footprint. 
Can hold one 24 x 24 x 1/2” per slot or four 6” wide 
samples per slot.

This is a waterfall or cascade-style unit that holds 
two rows of loose samples or sample boards 
overlapping slightly to save on space while maxi-
mizing visibility. Fully customizable to your needs
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The McReady Rack Tile Display holds loose sam-
ples up to 1/2” thick. Has a steel spine and channels 
- with black melamine base. Holds from 10” x 10” 
through 24” x 24”. Holds sixteen samples.

This style tile display shelf system brings focus to 
your product. Manufactured to your sample size 
and thickness, show as many or as few samples 
as you wish and you choose your finish.

This style tile display shelf system brings focus 
to your product. Single or Double Sided - show 
as many or as few samples as you wish and you 
choose your finish.

This portable system holds loose samples up to 
1/2” thick and from 10” x 10” through 24” x 24. 
Easy assembly for trade shows. Silver finish, sign 
blank included.

Rotates with compact footprint. Show as many or 
as few samples as you wish and you choose your 
finish. This style tile display is suitable for tile, stone, 
granite, sample boards and hardwood.

This trendy shelf system brings focus to your 
product with an eye-catching sweep. Show as 
many or as few samples as you wish and you 
choose your finish.

The chic design of our CD67 Tile display provides 
full face viewing of your tile or stone. Designed 
to be a double sided floor model or countertop 
model depending on sample size.

This rotating display is designed to show a large 
quantity of tile samples in a compact footprint. 
Comes with seventy-two 6” x 12” x 1/4” sample 
boards ready to accept your product up to 5” x 12.

CD10K Rotating Tile display can be unassembled 
and reassembled easily for shipping and trade show 
use and is designed to show full face viewing of your 
product. Very compact footprint.
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Our Wall Mounted CD77 wire shelf system pro-
vides great viewing of your samples. Steel frame 
supports a wood backing board with laminate that 
holds the wire shelves firmly in place.

Samples or boards slide in and out of channels. 
Powder coated tubular steel frame and channels. 
Optional signage, custom configurations available.

Many configurations available! Full face viewing 
of your samples or boards. Optional signage can 
be added. Steel frame - custom colors available.

Rotates with compact footprint. Show as many or 
as few samples as you wish and you choose your 
finish. This style tile display is suitable for tile, stone, 
granite, sample boards and hardwood.

Samples or boards slide in and out of channels. 
Powder coated tubular steel frame and channels. 
Optional signage, custom configurations available.

This style has “twirl wings” or “rotating wings”. 
Each wing can house a tile in the front and back - 
doubling the capacity. Boards or samples slide in 
and out of channels.

This unique style tile display brings focus to your 
product. Each cube twirls for four sided viewing. 
Boards or samples slide in and out of channels.

Our Wall Mounted CD76 Tile display provides full 
face viewing of your samples. Can be constructed 
with channels welded to a mountable frame or with 
loose, individually mounted channels.

Manufactured to fit your specifications and can hold 
Sample Boards or tile, stone, quartz, travertine, 
hardwood or laminate samples. Samples or sample 
boards easily slide in and out of channels.
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Stylish! Our CD49 Tile display is designed to 
show loose tile samples in an bookcase style. 
This style tile display brings focus to your product 
and allows for easy removal.

Our CD59 shelf system tile display is designed 
to show maximum loose tile samples in a small 
footprint.

The CD22 Rotating Display was designed to 
showcase a large quantity of lsamples in a com-
pact footprint with elegance. Can show as few or 
as many samples as you need.

Our CD18 Hardwood & Tile display is designed to 
show hardwood planks or tile samples in an easy to 
see and touch format. This display brings focus to 
your product and allows for easy removal.

Our McHandy Rack Showroom Display is as elegant 
as it is versatile. This space saving tile display shows 
a variety of sizes and thicknesses in a small foot-
print. Shelves can hold any type sample material.

Our CD08 Tile Display with Storage was designed 
to show tile samples in an easy to see and touch 
format with a storage and work area. The bottom 
cabinet allows for extra storage.

The ST99 Pool Coping Tower is an easy to 
assemble and sturdy display for pool deck coping. 
Simple slip-fit assembly with additional back 
bracing held by screws.

Our Vertical McHandy Rack Showroom Display 
shows a variety of sizes and thicknesses in a small 
footprint. Shelves can hold any type sample mate-
rial. Ships fully assembled. Shelves are fixed.

The CD70 Paver, Stone or Tile Display. Heavy duty 
steel shelves to support your paver, brick, or other 
product. Manufactured to your sample size and 
thickness.
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The CD246 wing rack sample board display is 
manufactured to each individual client’s needs 
and specifications. This style of Sample Board 
Display is a staple for any showroom.

The CD42 wing rack display can hold boards or loose 
samples and is manufactured to your specifications. 
This style of Sample Board Display is a staple for any 
showroom.

Our CD24 Countertop Tile Display designed to be 
a unique way to showcase your small sample tile. 
Hinged lid and clasp.

Powder coated tubular steel frame and wings, 
custom colors available. Powder coated steel shelf 
for design time. Add a brochure holder or sign if you 
wish!

The CD2010 wing rack tile display showcases a large 
capacity of sample boards or loose samples. Full face 
viewing of your sample boards or tile. Samples or 
sample boards slide in and out of channels.

Our CD33 Countertop Tile Display is a unique 
way to showcase your small sample tile. Samples 
sit in individual slots and are held snugly.

This versatile Countertop Sample Display Box 
will hold tile, stone, marble and wood flooring 
samples - you name it! Can be made custom to 
your sample size.

This wall-mounted wing rack tile display shows a 
large capacity of boards or loose samples. Provides 
full face viewing of your sample boards or tile and 
mounts to the wall.

The CD04 Panel Board Display for tile panels and 
grouted panel tile boards. No hardware is needed 
with this tile panel display as it slips together. Built to 
your panel board or sample board size.
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The CD25 countertop display is made show as 
many or as few samples as you need. Optional 
binning strips hold samples in place or samples 
sit loose only front to rear divider.

Stand up and be counted with the CD69 countertop 
display! This countertop stone tile display was designed 
to showcase ceramic tiles, stone, synthetic counter and 
other surface samples in a small footprint.

The Cradle display is ideal for sample boards, 
loose tile and can be on the floor or countertop. 
Will hold sixteen samples from 12” wide. Slip fit 
design - no tools needed! 

Our CD41 Rotating Countertop Tile Display de-
signed to be an unique way to showcase your tile, 
glass or stone. Black powder coated steel frame - 
tiles slide into channels from the side. Rotating base.

This style tile showroom display can sit on a counter or 
pedestal. Manufactured to hold your tile sample size 
and thickness, to show as many or as few samples as 
you need as well as whatever finish you desire. 

The CRA21 cradle sample board display is a 
captive style cradle to hold your sample boards. 
No tools or hardware are needed with this cradle 
sample board display as it slips together.

The CD35 free standing hardwood laminate tile 
display is manufactured to fit your hardwood and 
laminate sample size and thickness; can also 
show ceramic tiles or stone!

The economical CD84 countertop stone tile display 
is a stand-out tiered countertop unit for ceramic 
tiles, stone and other flooring samples This style tile 
showroom display can sit on a counter or pedestal.

The CD83 Easel style countertop tile display was
designed to showcase flooring samples in a small 
very chic footprint. This style showroom stone tile 
display is for countertops or as pallet toppers.
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The CD16 a free-standing display that fits syour 
sample size. Show as many samples as needed. 
Optional printed signage and room sets help your 
samples speak for themselves!

The CD39 is a free standing display manufactured to fit 
your sample size. Show as many or as few hardwood 
samples as needed. Holds your samples in a staggered 
configuration for great visibility while saving space.

The CD100 slotted floor showroom display is 
manufactured to fit your sample size. This hardwood 
display will work great for ceramic tile or other flooring 
as well.

The CD101 slotted floor showroom display is 
manufactured to fit your sample size. This hardwood 
display will work great for ceramic tile or other flooring 
as well.

The CD36 free standing hardwood display showcases 
samples in a small compact footprint. This style display 
brings focus to your product. Rotating or stationary base 
- your choice!

Our CD18 Hardwood & Tile display is designed to 
show hardwood planks or tile samples in an easy to 
see and touch format. This display brings focus to 
your product and allows for easy removal.
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McColl Display Solutions, Inc. has been providing the flooring industry with quality sample boards and 
showroom displays for over thirty years.  Our sample board and tile display manufacturing facility is 
located in Ocala, Florida.  We offer stock tile display racks, custom tile displays, POP, point-of-purchase 
displays, and sample boards to hold various products including but not limited to: ceramic tile, pool tile, 
mosaic pool tile, quartz and solid surface countertops, rock, stone & veneer, brick pavers, wood trim, 
moldings, grills & grates, kitchen & bath cabinet fixtures & hardware, marble, granite & stone, hardwood 
& laminate, as well as a wide variety of retail merchandising displays.

Just about any display shown in this catalog can be adapted for any type of sample material in any size 
or thickness.  All of our showroom displays and tile sample boards are made to your specifications
and to your product needs.  Email us at info@mccolldisplay.com, we will be happy to design the right 
tile showroom display for you!


